Needels Supply
444 Wacouta Street, St Paul MN 55101
Phone (651) 227-8331 Fax (651) 227-2453

Proper Method for Spin Bonnet Carpet Cleaning
IMPORTANT: This method is for touch up carpet cleaning only. It does NOT
replace regular heavy carpet extraction cleaning.
1.

Check power cords for cracks. Make sure the plug has 3 prongs on both the Rotary floor machine and
Upright Vacuum cleaner.

2.

Place Yellow Wet Floor Signs out near carpet area to be cleaned.

3.

Remove furniture from area and vacuum carpet areas to be cleaned using a Upright Vacuum Cleaner.

4.

Mix Pre spray and Spin Bonnet cleaning solution. Use Needels Pretreat at a rate of 5 parts water to 1 part
Needels Pretreat in a 14 qt Plastic Brute Bucket.

5.

Fill sprayer with the cleaning solution. Pump up air pressure to operate. Adjust spray nozzle to “Fan”
pattern. Pre spray all carpet areas at a rate of 250 sq. ft per gallon of cleaning solution (10ft X 25ft). Pre
spray should have “dew” like appearance on carpets. DO NOT OVER WET the carpets. Pay special
attention to heavily soiled traffic lanes and spots. Allow solution to dwell on carpets for 10 minutes before
bonneting.

6.

Mix additional solution as outlined in #4 above. Soak the Carpet Cleaning Bonnets in the solution.
Wring out excessive cleaning solution with clean Wet Mop Wringer.

7.

Place carpet-cleaning bonnet to floor side of 175-RPM Floor Machine equipped with a Floor Pad
Holder.

8.

Begin to bonnet clean the carpet in a pattern that will overlap each pass and cover the area three times.
Check the carpet bonnet frequently for soil pickup. Turn the bonnet over once during use. When both
sides are soiled, get a new bonnet as described in #6 and continue cleaning. You should have enough
carpet bonnets to do the entire carpet area.

9.

When finished use 18” Carpet Pile Brush with Handle to brush carpet pile in one direction and remove
carpet bonnet swirl marks. Replace furniture in proper places putting waxed paper squares under each
furniture leg until carpet is completely dry. For faster carpet drying time use a Rapid Air Carpet Blower.

10.

Remove Yellow Wet Floor Signs from the carpeted area after carpet is completely dry.

11.

After completion of spin bonnet cleaning of carpets make sure to rinse all carpet bonnets, mop buckets,
mop wringers with clean cold water. Hang up carpet bonnets to air dry so ready for next use.

Turn this sheet over for “Did you remember list”

“Did You Remember Items”
-175 RPM Rotary Floor Machine
-Floor Pad Holder
-Carpet Cleaning Bonnets
-Needels Pretreat
-Upright Vacuum Cleaner
-2 Gal Pump Up Sprayer
-Clean Wet Mop Bucket
-Clean Wet Mop Wringer
-Rapid Air Carpet Blower
-Yellow Wet Floor/Caution Signs
-2qt Pump up Sprayer
-18” Carpet Pile Brush/Handle
-Waxed Paper (cut into 4 inch squares)
-14 Quart Plastic Brute Bucket

